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Kriging metamodels (also called Gaussian process or spatial correlation models) approximate the Input/
Output functions implied by the underlying simulation models. Such metamodels serve sensitivity
analysis, especially for computationally expensive simulations. In practice, simulation analysts often
know that this Input/Output function is monotonic. To obtain a Kriging metamodel that preserves this
characteristic, this article uses distribution-free bootstrapping assuming each input combination is
simulated several times to obtain more reliable averaged outputs. Nevertheless, these averages still show
sampling variation, so the Kriging metamodel does not need to be an exact interpolator; bootstrapping
gives a noninterpolating Kriging metamodel. Bootstrapping may use standard Kriging software. The
method is illustrated through the popular M/M/1 model with either the mean or the 90% quantile as
output; these outputs are monotonic functions of the traffic rate. The empirical results demonstrate that
monotonicity-preserving bootstrapped Kriging gives higher probability of covering the true outputs,
without lengthening the confidence interval.
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Introduction

Monotonicity is a known characteristic of many realistic

simulation models. For example, supply chains consist of a

sequence of waiting lines and inventories and have decision

variables that are known to have positive effects on waiting

(queueing) times and service (fill) rates; that is, higher traffic

rates increase waiting times, and higher inventory levels

increase service rates (simulation is needed to estimate

the sizes of these effects). A case study taking advantage

of monotonicity is the simulation of a supply chain at

Ericsson in Sweden (Kleijnen, 2009). According to a classic

simulation textbook (Law, 2007, pp 12–47), a building

block of realistic simulation models—such as supply

chains—is the M/M/1 queueing model; in this article we

experiment with this basic simulation model. It is relatively

easy to derive analytically that in M/M/1 models the traffic

rate increases the mean steady-state waiting time mono-

tonically (see Law, 2007, pp 79–83).

Note: Monotonicity also plays a role in the following

problems. Searching for the short list of really important

factors among the many potentially important factors in

a large realistic simulation model may be done through

a statistical screening technique known as ‘sequential

bifurcation’, which assumes a monotonic Input/Output

(I/O) function (Kleijnen, 2009). An example of mono-

tonicity outside simulation is medical research where the

response is often assumed to be a monotonic function of

the medicine dose (Frazier et al, 2009).

Because monotonicity of I/O functions of real or

simulated systems may be an important property, mono-

tonicity is also of common interest in mathematical

statistics such as regression analysis (namely, in ‘iso-tonic’

regression and ‘rank’ regression; see Kleijnen, 2008, pp 98,

162), artificial neural networks (Velikova, 2006), and data

mining (Feelders, 2000). In this contribution, however, we

focus on Kriging (Gaussian Process modelling, spatial

correlation modelling) for the statistical analysis of

simulation models with monotonic I/O functions. Mono-

tonicity preservation of Kriging metamodels is also

examined by Siem (2007), but he does not succeed in

finding a solution.

Kriging has already acquired a track record in

deterministic simulation of engineering systems; see the

classic article on Kriging in deterministic simulation

(Sacks et al, 1989), the popular textbook (Santner et al,

2003) and the additional recent references in Kleijnen

(2008, p 3). Recently, Kriging is also becoming the topic of

research in random (stochastic) simulation—especially

discrete-event simulation—which is very popular in Opera-

tional Research (OR); see Yin et al (2009) and Ankenman

et al (2010). In both deterministic and random simulation,
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the goal of Kriging is to estimate a metamodel (response

surface, surrogate, emulator), which approximates the

I/O function implied by the simulation model at hand.

The goal of a metamodel is (i) sensitivity analysis—either

global (‘what if’ analysis) or local (gradient or derivative

estimation)—of the simulation model; (ii) verification and

validation of the simulation model; (3) optimization of the

real system being simulated. We focus on global sensitivity

analysis, which is the basis of the other goals.

To estimate (calibrate) a metamodel (eg, a Kriging

model), the simulation analysts must experiment with the

simulation model; that is, they must run the simulation

model with different combinations of the values for the

inputs of the simulation model. Unfortunately, practical

simulation models may be expensive; that is, these models

may require much computer time to obtain the output

(say) w for an input combination x; for example, it took

36 to 160 h of computer time to simulate a car-crash

model at Ford (Simpson et al, 2004; Ankenman et al,

2010). The analysts must then fit a metamodel to a

relatively small number (say) n of input combinations xi
(i¼ 1, . . . , n) actually simulated. Unfortunately, these n

input combinations replicated mi times may be so small

that the ‘classic’ Kriging metamodel does not preserve the

monotonic shape of the I/O function, but shows wiggling

(erratic) behaviour. The main contribution of this article

is to derive bootstrapped Kriging that avoids this wiggling.

(If n and mi are ‘large’, then classic Kriging does not violate

the monotonicity assumed for the underlying simulation’s

I/O function so there is no need for our bootstrapped

Kriging.)

Mathematically speaking, a Kriging model is an exact

interpolator; that is, the Kriging predictions equal the

outputs observed for the n ‘old’ (already simulated) input

combinations. In stochastic simulation (with its random

outputs) this interpolation property is not desirable, so

the Kriging metamodel is slightly changed; for details we

refer to the literature (Santner et al, 2003, pp 215–249;

Forrester et al, 2008, p 143; Yin et al, 2009; Ankenman

et al, 2010). This ‘stochastic Kriging’ does not interpolate

the n outputs averaged over the (say) mi (i¼ 1, . . . , n)

replicates for input combination i (these replicates are

Identically, Independently Distributed or IID if they

use nonoverlapping Pseudo-Random Number or PRN

streams). Recently, Chen et al (2010) also account for

correlations between the outputs for different input

combinations caused by the use of Common Random

Numbers (CRN); by definition, CRN use the same PRN

seed (initial value) to generate the same replication number

(say) r for all the n input combinations with r¼ 1, . . . ,

m¼mini mi (we shall return to CRN).

Unfortunately, there is no well-documented software

implementing this stochastic Kriging; popular software

(either commercial or academic) assumes deterministic

simulation. In this article, we focus on the free Matlab

Kriging toolbox called DACE, which is well documented

(Lophaven et al, 2002) and is often applied in practice.

Furthermore, we assume a given design—so the n input

combinations and their number of replicatesmi are given—

that is so small (because the simulation model is so

expensive) that the ‘classic’ Kriging metamodel does

not preserve the shape of the I/O function, but shows

wiggling behaviour. To solve this problem, we shall derive

bootstrapped Kriging with the following properties:

(1) Our Kriging shows monotonic behaviour like the I/O

function of the given simulation model; the simulation

analysts and their clients assume that the I/O function

of that simulation model is monotonic.

(2) Our Kriging is not an exact interpolator; that is, its

predictor for the n old input combinations does

not necessarily equal the n average simulated outputs

wi ¼
Pmi

r¼1 wi;r=mi (where mi still denotes the number

of replicates for input combination i, and i¼ 1, . . . , n).

(3) Our Kriging also gives a (say) 90% confidence interval

for the predictor.

(4) Our Kriging uses distribution-free bootstrapping of

the original simulation outputs and distribution-free

confidence intervals (our M/M/1 example will show

that the normal distribution may be an unrealistic

assumption for the simulation output).

(5) Our Kriging accounts for variance heterogeneity of

the simulation outputs (so var(wi) is an unknown

function of xi).

Monotonicity-preserving Kriging implies that the esti-

mated gradients should remain positive as the input

increases. This monotonicity preservation implies sensitiv-

ity analysis results that are understood and accepted by the

clients of the simulation analysts so the decision-makers

have more confidence in the simulation as a decision

support tool. Furthermore, we conjecture that estimated

gradients with correct signs will improve simulation

optimization—but in this article we do not examine such

optimization. We do investigate whether our monotoni-

city-preserving Kriging gives ‘better’ predictions than

classic Kriging does; that is, we compare the Mean

Squared Error (MSE)—which is the standard criterion in

Kriging—and the coverage and width of the confidence

intervals.

Technically, we realize our Kriging (with the five

properties listed above) through ‘distribution-free boot-

strapping’ that we adapt for random simulation. This

bootstrapping is conceptually simple: it resamples—with

replacement—the replicated simulation outputs. It is

computationally inexpensive (requiring micro-seconds),

compared with the computer time required by many

practical simulations (hours).

Note: Traditionally, bootstrapping is used to estimate

the variability of some statistic; for example, estimate the
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true variance of the (nonlinear) Kriging predictor (accounting

for the estimation of the Kriging parameters) through

parametric bootstrapping assuming a Gaussian process for

the deterministic simulation output (Den Hertog et al,

2006). Our bootstrap, however, has a very different goal,

namely monotonicity preservation. If the simulation

model were deterministic (as in engineering but not in

OR), then there would be no replicates so distribution-free

bootstrapping would not apply and we would resort to

parametric bootstrapping assuming a Gaussian process.

Our main conclusion is that our bootstrap Kriging gives

confidence intervals with higher coverage and acceptable

length, if the simulation is so expensive that sample sizes

are so small that classic Kriging gives nonmonotonic

behaviour.

The remainder of this article is organized as follows.

First, we detail our monotonicity-preserving bootstrapped

Kriging. Next we illustrate this Kriging through the

M/M/1 simulation model with as output the transient-

state average and 90% quantile of the waiting time in

queue. We then present conclusions and topics for further

research. Supplementary material is published in an Online

Appendix.

Monotonicity-preserving bootstrapped Kriging

In deterministic simulation, Kriging is an exact interpolator:

yðxiÞ ¼ wðxiÞ i ¼ 1; . . . ; n; ð1Þ
where y denotes the Kriging predictor, w the simulation

output, xi the ith combination of the (say) kX1 simulation

inputs with i¼ 1, . . . , n where n denotes the number of old

input combinations that have already been simulated;

outputs are predicted through the Kriging metamodel

fitted to the n I/O combinations.

Random simulation gives different outputs at the same xi
whenever the PRN seed changes. We assume that the

simulation analysts obtain miX2 replicates; otherwise, they

cannot evaluate the variability of the simulation model’s

output. Moreover we assume that these replicates are IID,

because they use nonoverlapping PRN streams and the

PRNs are assumed to be IID on the interval (0, 1). These

replicates enable the following classic unbiased variance

estimators:

s2i ¼
Pmi

r¼1 ðwi;r � wiÞ2

mi � 1
withmiX; 2: ð2Þ

We assume that the simulation model is expensive so n

and mi are so small that the fitted Kriging metamodel does

not necessarily preserve the monotonicity of the I/O

function defined by the underlying simulation model; an

example is Figure 1 (further discussed below). We assume

that if the analysts require monotonicity for the simulation

model’s I/O function, then they obtain so many replicates

that the n average simulation outputs also show this

property; see again Figure 1 for M/M/1 with its single

input; for multiple inputs see (5) and the (s,S) example.

This assumption is realistic if in practice the clients

consider the simulation model to be wrong (not valid) if

this model generates wi4wiþ1 (higher average waiting time

for lower traffic rate). Technically, the requirement

wiowiþ1 is too strict; that is, the analysts may point out

that though the simulation averages are nonmonotonic, the

confidence intervals may overlap so they do not violate the

monotonicity assumption. Moreover, our monotonicity-

preserving bootstrap Kriging procedure has a weaker

requirement; namely, mini wiomaxiwiþ 1, as we shall see

below.

Obviously, random simulation gives average outputs wi

that are still random. Therefore we do not require our

Kriging predictor to equal the observed average outputs,

whereas we did in previous publications (Van Beers and

Kleijnen, 2003; Kleijnen et al, 2010).

A simple data-driven way to account for the randomness

of wi; r is distribution-free (non-parametric) bootstrapping;

see the classic textbook on bootstrapping (Efron and

Tibshirani, 1993) and the additional recent references in

Kleijnen (2008, p 81). This bootstrapping assumes that all

n old points are replicated ‘enough’ times: mb2 (in the

M/M/1 example, mi¼ 5). So we resample—with replace-

ment—the mi replicates per point xi, which gives the

bootstrap observations w�i;r which in turn give the average

output wi
� (the superscript � is the usual symbol for

bootstrapped observations). The simulation outputs wi; r

have different means and variances at different points xi, so

they are not IID (eg, the simulated steady-state mean

waiting time has a mean and variance that increases with

the traffic rate). We formalize our bootstrap procedure

through the following pseudo-code, assuming that no

Figure 1 Classic and monotonicity-preserving bootstrapped
Kriging metamodels and true I/O function for M/M/1 with
n¼ 5, m¼ 5, T¼ 1000.
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CRN are used (also see the last paragraph of this section)

and allowing a possibly non-constant number of replicates,

mi (i¼ 1, . . . , n):

(1) Initialize the simulation input combination: i¼ 1.

(2) Initialize the replicate number: r¼ 1.

(3) Resample—with replacement—a replicate number r�

from the uniform distribution defined on the integers

1, . . . ,mi; that is, the uniform density function is

p(r�)¼ 1/mi with r� ¼ 1, . . . ,mi.

(4) Replace the rth ‘original’ output wi; r by the bootstrap

output w�i;r ¼ wi;r� (the original outputs wi; r are

resampled with replacement, which gives w�i;r ¼ w�i;r).
(5) If romi then r¼ rþ 1 and return to Step 3; else

proceed to the next step (bootstrapping uses the same

sample size as the original simulation).

(6) If ion then i¼ iþ 1 and return to Step 2; else proceed

to the next step.

(7) Compute the Kriging predictor y� from the boot-

strapped I/O data set ðX;w�Þ where X denotes the

n � k matrix with the n old combinations of the k

simulation inputs and w� denotes the n-dimensional

vector with the bootstrap averages wi
� ¼

Pmi

r¼1 w
�
i;r=mi

and i¼ 1, . . . , n.

To these ðX;w�i Þ (the bootstrapped I/O data resulting

from Step 7) we fit an interpolating Kriging model y�

(analogous to (1)):

y�i ¼ w�i ði ¼ 1; . . . ; nÞ: ð3Þ
We point out that we do not fit the Kriging model to an

individual output w�i;r because an individual output is

noisier.

Kriging for deterministic simulation uses the covariance

matrix (say) C (defined in the Online Appendix, which

gives basic Kriging formulas); this C depends on the

correlation parameters yj (also defined in this appendix).

This C is usually estimated through Maximum Likelihood

Estimation (MLE). To compute these estimates, we use

the DACE toolbox. Although we use DACE, we do not

assume normality when bootstrapping; we accept this

inconsistency because we use DACE’s MLE only to

estimate the nuisance parameters collected in C. Finally,
when we use DACE to estimate C, we assume the popular

so-called Gaussian correlation function

rj ¼ exp½�yjh2j �; ð4Þ

where hj ¼ jxi;j � xi 0;jj denotes the Euclidean distance

between the values of input j in the input combinations i

and i0 (j¼ 1, . . . ,k; i¼ 1, . . . , n) (also see the Online

Appendix).

Because of the randomness in bootstrapping, the

resampling is repeated (say) B times; B is called the

‘bootstrap sample size’. The value for B is selected

rather arbitrarily—a typical choice is B¼ 100—but after

observing the results for B bootstrap samples, more

samples might be selected if deemed necessary—as we

shall see. So (3) results in B bootstrapped Kriging

predictors y�b ¼ ðy�1;b; . . . ; y�n;bÞ0 with b¼ 1, . . . ,B; the

bootstrapped predictor y�b uses the MLE (say) cyj;b�
computed from ðX;w�i Þ; also see (4).

From these B predictors we select the (say) B0 (pB)

strictly monotonically increasing ones (we select B0 such
that reasonable confidence intervals result; see below) and

throw away the remaining ones. Let xioxi0 denote that at

least one component of xi is smaller than the corresponding

component of xi0 and none of the remaining components is

bigger (i, i0 ¼ 1, . . . , n); for example, the M/M/1 example

with k¼ 1 implies that xioxi0 becomes xioxi0, whereas the

(s,S) example with k¼ 2 implies that xioxi0 may mean

siosi0 and SipSi0. Kriging in simulation implies that each

of the k inputs is measured on a quantitative scale such

that the Euclidean distance h featuring in (4) is defined.

Most designs in simulation use Latin Hypercube

Sampling (LHS), which implies that each of the k inputs

has n distinct values that are either exactly or approxi-

mately equally spaced; see Kleijnen (2008, pp 126–130). We

then get

y�i;b 0oy�i 0;b 0 if xioxi 0

ði; i 0 ¼ 1; . . . ; nÞðb0 ¼ 1; . . . ;B0Þ: ð5Þ

Obviously, we may define ‘monotonically decreasing’ in a

strictly analogous way. Notice that (5) implies that all k

components of the n gradients are positive; we denote

this by

ry�i;b 040 ði ¼ 1; . . . ; nÞ ðb0 ¼ 1; . . . ;B0Þ: ð6Þ

These gradients are provided ‘for free’ by DACE; see

the Online Appendix and also the example in Kleijnen

(2008, p 143).

So there are B0 bootstrapped monotonicity-preserving

Kriging predictors y�b 0 (b0 ¼ 1, . . . ,B0). We use these

predictors to compute B0 predictions y�u;b
0 for the new

input combination xu; we consider v new combinations,

so u¼ 1, . . . , v. Thus, we predict not a single new point

xnþ 1 but vb1 new points; such a test set is also used in

the Kriging literature (Sacks et al, 1989). From the B0

predictions for point u we compute as the point estimate

y�u; 0:50B 0d eð Þ where xd e denotes the integer resulting from

rounding x upwards and the subscript () denotes the order

statistics; so y�u; 0:50Bsd eð Þ denotes the sample median (the

sample median is not sensitive to outliers, whereas the

sample mean is; quantiles such as the median will also be

discussed in Equation (9) for our M/M/1 simulation).

Note: Instead of the sample median y�u; 0:50B 0d eð Þ; we might

use the sample mean y�u ¼
P

y�u;b 0=B
0—especially when

using Kriging for optimization that uses the resulting

explicit function.
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Besides this point estimator y�u; 0:50B 0d eð Þ; we compute the

lower and upper bounds of the (say) 90% confidence

interval for the bootstrapped Kriging predictor for the true

value at test point xu; namely, y�u; 0:50B 0d eð Þ and y�u; 0:95B 0d eð Þ
where xd e denotes the integer resulting from rounding

x downwards; more reined procedures are discussed in

Efron and Tibshirani (1993). If this confidence interval

turns out to be too wide, then we increase B0 by increasing

the bootstrap sample size B; for example, in our M/M/1

example we start with B¼ 100 but augment B with 100

until either B0X100 or (to avoid excessive computational

time) B¼ 1000. (Increasing the bootstrap sample size B

does not take much computer time compared with

increasing the number of simulation replicates mi with

i¼ 1, . . . , n.)

Confidence intervals are also given by the classicKriging

literature (Lophaven et al, 2002, p 4; Santner et al, 2003,

p 96). However, this literature assumes normality and

computes an estimate of the variance bs2y of the classic

predictor y that ignores the random character of the

Kriging weights resulting from estimating the parameters yj
in the Kriging correlation functions (4). This estimator is

misleading in deterministic simulation (Den Hertog et al,

2006), and we shall present similar results in our examples.

Of course, any confidence interval would have a perfect

coverage of 100% if its width were infinite—but such an

interval is useless. We therefore estimate both the coverage

and the width of the confidence interval for bootstrapped

and classic Kriging—averaged over all v test points—in our

examples.

Some authors (Ankenman et al, 2010) recommend not

using CRN, because this technique increases the MSE

under their assumptions. We, however, claim that the use

of CRN should depend on the goal of the metamodel;

see again the Introduction and Chen et al (2010). Actually,

these goals are related; for example, the estimated gradient

(a local sensitivity measure) may be used to estimate the

optimum. Because we wish to preserve monotonicity,

we recommend avoiding CRN, as CRN reduces the

variability of w�i , whereas finding a monotonicity-

preserving bootstrapped Kriging model is more likely

when the w�i have larger variability. Anyhow, our boot-

strap procedure can be easily adapted for CRN (Kleijnen

et al, 2010).

We summarize our procedure in the following pseudo-

code, assuming that ðX;wiÞ (the original simulation I/O

data) satisfy the requirement min wiomax wiþ 1 and that

classic Kriging violates the monotonicity requirement (5);

moreover, for simplicity we increase the bootstrap sample

size in steps of B if the initial bootstrap sample of size B

does not give ‘enough’ (namely, B0) bootstrapped mono-

tonic Kriging metamodels:

(1) Read the original simulation I/O data (x0i,w
0
i)

with x0i¼ (xi, 1, . . . ,xi;k), w0i ¼ ðwi;1; . . . ;wi;mi
Þ; where

i¼ 1, . . . , n and k denotes the number of inputs, n the

number of combinations of these k inputs, and mi the

number of replicates in combination i.

(2) Read the bootstrap sample size B and the sample size

required for computing confidence intervals B0 (pB);

initialize the counter b0 ¼ 0 (b0 denotes the actual

number of monotonic bootstrapped Kriging models).

(3) Bootstrap (x0i,w
0
i) (obtained in Step 1) to get the

bootstrapped I/O data ðX;w�Þ (see the pseudo-code

above (3)).

(4) Fit the Kriging model to ðX;w�Þ (obtained in Step 3).

(5) If the Kriging model from Step 4 is monotonic, then

b0 ¼ b0 þ 1; else proceed to the next step.

(6) Repeat Steps 3 through 5, B times (where B denotes the

bootstrap sample size).

(7) If b0oB0, then go to Step 3 (where B0 denotes the

required number of monotonic bootstrapped Kriging

models); else proceed to the next step.

(8) Compute confidence intervals and point estimates for

the vX1 ‘new’ input combinations, from the B0

bootstrapped monotonic Kriging metamodels.

M/M/1 example

In the next subsection we present some preliminary

considerations for our M/M/1 simulation; in the next

subsection we present results for our monotonicity-

preserving Kriging in this example.

Preliminaries

The M/M/1 queueing model is a popular example in

random simulation; for example, Ankenman et al (2010)

uses this example to illustrate Kriging, and Law (2007,

pp 12–47, 79–83) details the single-server queueing system,

including the M/M/1 model. Although the M/M/1 simula-

tion requires only very simple computer programming,

its I/O behaviour is not so simple at all—as we shall

demonstrate. So this example is challenging from an

analytical point of view. It is computationally inexpensive

so we can easily perform extensive simulation experiments

to verify our procedure. In practice, of course, simulation

models often require special software for their program-

ming, and may require much computer time; that is, the

M/M/1 model is only an illustration.

In an M/M/1 simulation, the waiting time of customer t

(say) wt may be computed through

wtþ1 ¼ maxð0;wt þ st � atþ1Þ t ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; ð7Þ

where w1 is determined by the initialization of the

simulation run (eg, if the simulation starts in the ‘empty’

state, then w1¼ 0); the exponentially distributed inputs s

and a have service rate m and arrival rate l. To obtain
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sampled values for these s and a, the simulation may use

a single PRN stream p1, p2, . . . as follows (but alternative

sampling routines do exist): st¼�ln p2t�1/m and

atþ 1¼�ln p2t/l. The M/M/1 model is of practical interest

because it is a building block for more complicated

queueing networks that are used in telecommunications,

supply chains, etc. This model is also of academic interest

because it generates a time series of length (say) T so we

have the vector output w¼ (w1, . . . ,wT)
0 with positively

correlated scalar outputs wt; this vector may be used in

steady-state analysis, and has components with non-

constant variances (var(wt) increases as t increases, until

the steady state is reached). It is well-known that various

performance measures (see below) are nonlinear functions

of the traffic rate (or traffic load) x¼ l/m.
In our example we simulate this model starting not with

w1¼ 0 (the usual initialization of Equation (7)) but with w1

equal to its expected steady-state value. The reason is that

we are not interested in the problem of determining

whether the simulation has reached steady state or is still

in transient state; that is, we ‘cheat’ and use the analytical

solution for the steady-state waiting time distribution

for the M/M/1. In this way we can verify some of our

simulation results; Ankenman et al (2010) use a similar

trick.

We study two performance measures: (i) the steady-state

mean waiting time E(wt|t-N)¼ mw; (ii) the steady-state

90% quantile w0.9 defined by P(wtpw0.9|t-N)¼ 0.9. The

first measure is popular in academic research. The classic

estimator of this mean is the time-series average

w ¼
PT

t¼1 wt

T
: ð8Þ

The second measure (the 0.9 quantile) is more popular in

practice; see Batur and Choobineh (2010), Hong (2009)

and Jin et al (2003). To estimate a quantile, we sort the

(autocorrelated) time series w from low to high—which

gives the (autocorrelated) so-called ‘order statistics’

w(1), . . . ,w(T). This gives the classic point estimator of w0.9:

dw0:9 ¼ w 0:9Td eð Þ: ð9Þ

To observe the sampling variability of the estimates of

the mean and 90% quantile defined in (8) and (9), we use

mX2 replicates (alternative approaches are discussed in the

literature; see Law, 2007, p 506). Replicate r (r¼ 1, . . . ,m)

gives the average waiting time wr and the estimated

quantile dw0:9;r. We expect these averages wr to be normally

distributed because of the Functional Central Limit

Theorem (Lehmann, 1999). The quantile estimators dw0:9;r

are only asymptotically normally distributed (Chen, 2008;

Hong, 2009). We (rather arbitrarily) select a ‘short’

runlength T¼ 1000 and a ‘long’ length T¼ 100 000, after

selecting the time units for the arrival and service times

such that the service rate m equals one. Furthermore, in the

preliminary investigation reported in this subsection, we

select only two traffic rates, l/m¼ 0.5 and l/m¼ 0.9 (in the

next subsection we use more traffic rates); a high traffic rate

gives stronger autocorrelation so we expect nonnormality.

In this subsection, we wish to obtain accurate estimates

of the true behaviour of the simulated outputs, so we select

m¼ 1000 replicates (our Kriging results in the next

subsection will use smaller, realistic m values). We test

the goodness of it through the chi-square and the

Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests. We present the resulting

p-values for the latter test only, because the former test

gives similar results. Table 1 shows that the estimated

average and quantile are not normally distributed if the

simulation run is short (T¼ 1000)—even for a relatively

low traffic rate (l/m¼ 0.5).

To evaluate the performance of our procedure, we use

the following analytical results (Gross and Harris, 1998,

p 67). The steady-state waiting timeW in an M/M/1 model

with traffic rate x¼ l/m has the distribution

P(Wpw)¼ 1�x exp(�m)(1�x)w). This implies for the

0.9 quantile w0.9: 1�x exp(�m(1�x)w0.9)¼ 0.9, so

w0.9¼�ln (0.1/x)/m(1�x). The mean mw is x/[m(1�x)].

Results for monotonicity-preserving Kriging

In practice, a small number of replicates m is used if a

single simulation run takes much computer time; never-

theless, m should be large enough to obtain adequate

signal/noise. This signal/noise criterion does not give a

magic number of observations, but should guide prelimin-

ary experimentation (also see the call-centre example

of simulation optimization through Kriging, detailed in

Kleijnen et al, 2010). In our M/M/1 example the signal/

noise depends on the runlength T. After some experi-

mentation, we select T¼ 1000 and m¼ 5 for our M/M/1

example. Furthermore, we select n¼ 5 values for the traffic

rate l/m (for higher n values, we do not expect wiggly

behaviour so there is no need to bootstrap for mono-

tonicity preservation). We select these n points such that

the traffic rates xi¼ li/mi are inside the experimental area

0.1pxp0.9. We select a bootstrap sample size B¼ 100;

sometimes (in 5 of the 100 ‘macroreplicates’, defined above

Equation (14)), this does not give enough monotonicity-

preserving Kriging models (so B0o100), so we bootstrap

another B¼ 100 times. We assume that the users are

interested in either the mean or the 90% quantile, so we

Table 1 p values for Kolmogorov–Smirnov test of normality

Runlength T=1000 T=100000

Traffic rate l/m=0.5 l/m=0.9 l/m=0.5 l/m=0.9
Average o0.01 o0.01 40.15 0.11
0.9 quantile o0.01 o0.01 40.15 0.116
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bootstrap the estimated mean and quantile independently

(ie, we do not resample the m correlated pairs ðwr; dw0:9;rÞ).
Besides the n¼ 5 old points, we (rather arbitrarily) select

v¼ 25 new points that are to be predicted. We select these

new points such that no extrapolation is needed, because

Kriging metamodels are known to be poor extrapolators;

see Antognini and Zagoraiou (2010). To select specific new

points, we use LHS.

To estimate whether our point predictor (the bootstrap

median) for the true output (say) z is better than the classic

Kriging predictor y, we estimate the Integrated MSE (the

average over all test points) through

dIMSE� ¼

Pv
u¼1

y�u; 0:50B 0d eð Þ � zu
� �2

v
;

dIMSE ¼

Pv
u¼1

yu � zuð Þ2

v
; ð10Þ

assuming that we know the true output zu—as is the case

for the M/M/1 example. Notice that we use the same

bootstrapped Kriging metamodel to obtain point predic-

tors for the v different test points.

To estimate whether our confidence interval gives better

coverage than the classic Kriging confidence interval does,

we compute the indicator function

I�u ¼1 if y�u; 0:50B 0d eð Þozuoy�u; 0:95B 0d eð Þ;

else I� ¼ 0 ð11Þ

for our bootstrap procedure (using the well-known

percentile method; see Efron and Tibshirani, 1993,

p 170). For classic Kriging we compute

Iu ¼1 if yu � 1:64bsyuozuoyu þ 1:64bsyu ;
else I ¼ 0 ð12Þ

where cs2yu is the estimated predictor variance provided by

the classic Kriging literature and software, including

DACE. Unlike our bootstrap interval (11), the classic

interval (12) is symmetric around its point estimate yt and

may include negative values—even if negative values are

impossible, as is the case for waiting times. Analogously

to (10), we estimate the coverage averaged over all v test

points:

I� ¼
Pv

u¼1 I
�
u

v
; I ¼

Pv
u¼1 Iu
v

: ð13Þ

In our M/M/1 example, we obtain (say) L so-called

‘macro-replicates’, which differ only in their PRN seeds.

Because of (13), we let I�l denote the average indicator for

our bootstrap predictor in macro-replicate l, and Il the

analogue for the classic predictor. Our predictor then has

the better coverage if the macro-replicates give an average

I� ¼
P

l I
�
l =L that is closer to the nominal value 0.90 than

the classic predictor’s I ¼
P

l Il=L.

We decide to obtain L¼ 100 macro-replicates. From

these macro-replicates we estimate a 90% confidence

interval for the IMSE in classic Kriging, in the standard

way:

dIMSE � 1:64
s dIMSE
� �

ffiffiffiffi
L
p ; ð14Þ

where

dIMSE ¼
PL

l¼1
dIMSEl

L
;

sð dIMSEÞ ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiPL
l¼1

dIMSEl � dIMSE
� �2

L� 1

vuut
:

For our monotonicity-preserving bootstrap Kriging, we

use analogous formulas. For the coverage and the length of

the confidence interval we also use analogous formulas.

In some macro-replicates the classic Kriging metamodels

are monotonic, so there is no need to bootstrap. To check

whether a classic Kriging metamodel gives a monotonic

I/O function, we check whether all the gradients estimated

at the n old points are positive: 8i: ryiX0 (i¼ 1, . . . , n);

also see (6). If a macro-replicate satisfies this condition,

then we sample a new macro-replicate; we stop after we

have L¼ 100 macro-replicates with nonmonotonic classic

Kriging metamodels.

Figure 1 shows a macro-replicate in which the classic

Kriging meta-model shows wiggling, whereas a boot-

strapped model is monotonic. This figure also shows—

for each of the n¼ 5 input values—the m¼ 5 replicated

simulation outputs (see dots) and their averages (see stars).

Furthermore, the figure shows the analytical (dotted) I/O

curve. Notice that for low traffic rates the variability of

the individual simulation outputs is so small that this

variability is hardly visible; nevertheless, the bootstrap

finds a monotonic Kriging model. (The data of all figures

in this article, and the corresponding Matlab code, are

available from the authors.)

Wiggling means that the derivative dby=dx is negative

for at least one x value in the area of interest. Wiggling

may also occur at new points (besides the old points;

see Figure 1). In the M/M/1 example (which has a single

input), we check whether Kriging gives wiggling at 100 new

points, spread uniformly across the experimental range.

(In applications with multiple inputs, however, such a grid

search is rather expensive, so we may find the x point that

minimizes the components of the estimated gradient rby; if
at least one component is negative, then the Kriging

predictor by shows wiggling so we apply bootstrapping.)

Note: We also apply Universal Kriging, which replaces

the constant term in Ordinary Kriging by a first-order and

a second-order polynomial respectively (see the Online

Appendix). This Universal Kriging, however, turns out not

to remove the wiggling, so we focus on Ordinary Kriging.
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Figure 2 gives the estimated IMSE for the average and

the 90% quantile; the symbol ‘KA’ stands for ‘Kriging the

Average’, ‘BQ’ for ‘Bootstrapping the Quantile’, etc.

Classic Kriging uses the MSE as the criterion when

optimizing the Kriging weights; so when we impose the

monotonicity constraint, we do not expect significantly

lower MSE. This figure shows that our bootstrap gives

smaller estimated IMSEs, albeit not significantly smaller;

of course, the 90% quantile has larger IMSEs than the

mean has.

Figure 3 gives the estimated coverage for the average

and the 90% quantile. This figure shows that our bootstrap

gives significantly higher estimated coverages for the mean

and the quantile. Unfortunately, all estimated coverages

are significantly lower than the nominal value of 90%; we

shall return to this problem.

Figure 4 gives the corresponding estimated widths. This

figure shows that our bootstrap gives widths that are not

significantly shorter; see the point estimate. The variability

of the width is smaller for our bootstrapped Kriging; see

the length of the confidence interval for the width.

Together the latter two figures show that our bootstrap

gives better coverage without lengthening the confidence

interval.

Because the coverage is significantly lower than the

prespecified nominal value of 90%, we repeat our

experiment with second-order polynomial (linear regression)

metamodels, estimated through Ordinary Least Squares

(OLS). This gives coverages for the mean and the quantile

that are lower than Kriging (classic or bootstrapped) does.

The variability of the coverage (measured by the length of

the confidence interval for the estimated coverage) is

smaller for the second-order polynomial; we conjecture

that this phenomenon arises because in this metamodel

only the three regression coefficients may vary. Details are

given in the Online Appendix.

To further examine this low coverage (of the Kriging

metamodels for M/M/1 simulation models), we increase n

(number of old points) from 5 to 10 (we still limit our

analysis to the L¼ 100 macro-replicates that show

nonmonotonic classic Kriging metamodels). Table 2 shows

that such a larger number of input combinations increases

the estimated coverages for both classic Kriging and

monotonicity-preserving bootstrapped Kriging; this im-

proved coverage is explained by the better fit of the

metamodel resulting from an ‘adequate’ sample size; also

see Loeppky et al (2009), who suggest that a valid Kriging

metamodel requires n¼ 10k (which in our example implies

n¼ 10). These coverages are close to the nominal 90% for

our monotonicity-preserving bootstrapped Kriging, whereas

classic Kriging still gives coverages far below the desired

nominal value. Our improved coverage does not require

significantly longer confidence intervals.

Conclusions and future research

In practice, simulation may be computationally expensive,

so only a few input combinations are simulated and these

Figure 2 Estimated IMSE of classic and monotonic boot-
strapped Kriging for the mean and 90% quantile, with n¼ 5,
m¼ 5, T¼ 1000.

Figure 3 Coverage of classic and monotonicity-preserving
bootstrapped Kriging for the mean and 90% quantile, with
n¼ 5, m¼ 5, T¼ 1000.

Figure 4 Width of confidence interval for classic and mono-
tonicity preserving bootstrapped Kriging for the mean and 90%
quantile, for n¼ 5, m¼ 5, T¼ 1000.
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few combinations are replicated only a few times (small n

and m). In such situations, classic Kriging may give

nonmonotonic metamodels, which contradict the prior

qualitative knowledge of the simulation analysts and their

clients.

The clients may then reject the metamodel, and the

analysts may find the metamodel to give too low coverage.

Our simple monotonicity-preserving bootstrapped Kriging

may improve the results; that is, we may obtain better

coverage without longer confidence interval. Unfortu-

nately, these coverages may still be lower than desired,

because the small number of simulation observations

may give too little information to estimate an adequate

metamodel—be that metamodel a classic Kriging model,

a monotonicity-preserving bootstrapped Kriging model,

a polynomial regression model, etc. In such situations we

would advise the analysts to spend more computer time

in order to obtain reliable results. But while awaiting these

results, the analysts can bootstrap the too small sample to

obtain a monotonicity-preserving bootstrapped Kriging

metamodel that is better than the classic Kriging or the

regression metamodel.

An additional advantage of our bootstrap Kriging is

that our confidence interval (11) does not include negative

values if negative values are impossible. Moreover, our

Kriging metamodel is not an exact interpolator, which is

attractive because the average simulation outputs still

show sampling variation.

We point out that it does not take much computer time

to apply bootstrap Kriging to the small I/O data set that

consists of the ‘original’ simulation I/O data. To obtain

those simulation outputs may take weeks on a super-

computer. Resampling those data to obtain wi
� takes

only microseconds. To fit a Kriging metamodel to the

(n � k) I/O bootstrapped data set ðX;w�Þ takes no more

than a few minutes on a simple PC, because only small

matrices need to be inverted. So if the simulation’s I/O

function is known to be monotonic, then our search for B0

with 15B05B monotonicity-preserving bootstrapped

Kriging metamodels will be successful.

If the analysts are not certain that the simulation model

implies a monotonic I/O function, then they may apply

both classic and bootstrapped Kriging and compare the

MSEs for a few test points to decide which Kriging variant

to use.

In future research we may investigate the following

topics. Our monotonicity-preserving bootstrap procedure

may be applied to more complicated simulation models;

for example, supply chains. Our procedure may also be

applied to ‘stochastic Kriging’ metamodels (Yin et al, 2009;

Ankenman et al, 2010). We may also use bootstrapped

Kriging to preserve other known characteristics of the

I/O function besides monotonicity; namely, convexity,

nonnegativeness, etc. Finally, we may apply our bootstrap

to other metamodelling methods besides Kriging; for

example, isotonic regression (Dette et al, 2006; Lim and

Glynn, 2006).

In general, the bootstrap is a very versatile statistical

technique that may be used to analyse nonlinear and

non-Gaussian statistics; Efron and Tibshirani (1993) give

advanced theory and many applications. We ourselves

have applied bootstrapping to a large variety of problems;

for example, optimization of simulated systems, validation

of metamodels and simulation models, and ranking of

scientific journals.
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